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approa.ch rnnrprn1110' cosrnic evolution is nr,c,D,c,Sf'd. T'he concept of 
akantcs is introduced. -fhe local evolution would imitate the evolution of the Universe. 
The notion of akanton is understood as a ceH} astrogennic cell \vhich \voldd 
exist fr0111 the -'/ery beginning. T'he cosmic evolution is considered in terms of bi'::>g,enetllc 
scheme \vhich is intinlate \vith thE idea of ofi:;al11sm. 

K"1illl07'd;s: cos:mc)10,gy, scars, oc.",""le", cosmogony, globeI, ?vlach ~s viev;. 

le Tovvard the SOllrces of this V{ork~ 

lVumoel' 

'SU111!Yling up it can be said th?x duly into ac
count the dimension less numbers of Nature iden
tified in our di2.grams \;/e may hope to have improved 
sonle details of Dif(·""'c~s cosmology together with our un
derstanding of the cosmic hierarchy and its evolution 
v:ith the cosmic time. ,. ~ 

(G. 'Large Number Coincidences and the 
Cosmic Evolution', Acta Geologica Academiae 
Scieniiarum Hungaricae 23, 1980, pp. 129-138) 

Holistic, structuralistic approach is usually connected with the philosophy 
of Emst Mach. This trend is known in cosmology and it is based both 
on the speculations of philosophical nature and on some anomalies, nu
merical coincidences. Namely, as a result of the Universe expansion, the 
scale factor characterizing the matter in 'mega' scale has increased con
siderably and nmv it is 1040 times bigger than the proton radius. This 
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particular number, which cannot be compared with ordinary factors of the 
order of unity appearing in physics and in the application of the methods 
of dimensional and similarity analyses, occurs in many relations between 
microcosmic constants and constants which characterize the Umverse as 
a whole (PAAL, 1980; GRABE~Sl\A and ZABIERo\VS1-:i, 1979, 1980, 1981; 
ZABIEROWSKI, 1990). 

j . 2. The Reiationship between Distant 1vJ aiter, 
Elementary Particle and Fundamental Constants 

The effort of philosophers, cosmologists and natural historians is concen
trated on the attempts to present hypotheses and theories in which the 
relationship between Planck's constant h, light velocity c, proton mass mp, 

gravitational constant G, electron mass me, electrical charge e, characteris-
tic radius of the Universe Universe lifetime T, and Rubble's constant H 
are injt;eI~pI'eted in the categories of the interactions between distant mat-
ter and elementary particles ergo local manifestation and forms of matter 

'TT1 ,,''"'1 , scale). This trend of thinking is connected \vith the classical form 
of Ivlach's principle and \vith its differeilt 

Cfonsianis 

a7id the 

a ne"\v ntn":::1r'", is reQUlr(:Q, T'he 
tures 1<1lhich serve the inter~)T(:t;3,tions . '; . 

ee'SIllciloglC3cl COIIlCla.ences IS 

leant in all these exotic theories. T'ne time order of transition process of 

1S liSU-

e, g. 7n,~ or e) or even introduce tl1is 
squin:n Tree fronl the that introduce this 

to SOIlie extent and not 'l1-ithout the features 
violation of the beliefs of rnodern nflVS1{=,,;ts 

the fundanlental tb.e relation bet"\Veeil electron 
mass and the IT niversE: radius R as vvelI as sin1ilar relations knovvn from the 
ideas based on the Ivlachian versions reflect cL rather forrnal ratio. 
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TO'ward Jt!lach's lfis-io'n and the 
Without 

according io 
Boskovic. 

that 
Ca?tSe 
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have no doubts that theories the lvlachiali should 
more ir:"TI{)"rt;~.T1t role in the aIlalvseB relern:ng to the pI.'obieIJus of matter 

evolution in the than 1lle propose here. Machism ,\ve under-
stand the trend in the of natural sciences local 
matter T11'("Yf'lf'T'T;1f'S vilith the pI:O"peTt,les of the "vvhole Universe. And oer'K4:;li=y 

'-"P""'"V on the basis 

vlhich stated that rotatioIl 
, Toland. 

The tradition of stTucturalistic a~JPTC)al=h the nature can be found in 
the "Vvorks of Leibniz and in the v/ork of the Croatian pl:lllosc'phE,r and math-
ematician R~ vlho ,vas also kno\¥n for his astronomical v,lorks. 

qll1E:sl;lC)nS indicated vvere raised to the st,aJ[lCH11g of the ba-
sic nl'ohleTn,; In pJll.lo:sopb.y of science dUe to Ernst Mach's vvorks: 

a stream of vvorks or the 
nature. This 

connection 
In 

of cause-result In nature. 

1~5. Ji1ach fs the Un.i"verse. 
From the Self-consistent Universe to Einstein's Field .!.:JI[Lbuo·,,[nb':; 

Mach claimed that 'locality' ought to be considered in physics as related to 
large scale, 'globality'. Philosophical analyses performed by Mach inspired 
EinsteIn, who was so much convinced of the rightness of Mach's view·s that 
he was willing to modify his original field equations, if this had complied 
with the conditions (postulates) imposed on Machian theories. In fact, such 
a case took plaCe in relativity. This somew·hat dramatic step of Einstein 
can be easily justified (and it is usually done so) by his philosophical views 
which he bOlTm"led at least partly from Spinoza. There is no doubt that 
this opinion was expressed by the scientists of such a calibre as Mach or 
Einstein, and also today many scientists include Machian theory to the 
heuristics of scienCe on the Universe, fields, matter, time and space. 
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2. The Meaning and Role of Wholeness in my Work 

'In the standard cosmology it is assumed that the large
scale structure of the Universe appears to be extremely 
smooth. It means that the homogeneous matter is dis
tributed isotropically OVE:r all the space volume. This 
assumption called the cosmological principle plays the 
role of initial condition for the solutions of general rela
tivity equations which give then the uniform expansion 
of the radius of the Universe (the global scale factor). 
Such an initial condition enables to obtain very sim
ple solutions but completely ignores the real grainlike 
structure of cosmic matter.' 

(T. GRABINSKA, 'The Hierarchical Structure of 
the Universe'. in: Cosmos - an Educational 
Challenge, ESA SP-2.53, Paris 1986) 

2.1. Cosmology - The 

The proposed approach accentuates the structural of the Uni-
verse and it contradicts the standard cosmolog-y. adopt the eJi:paIldlDg 
Universe although we knovi that the idea of globally Universe 
irritated not 
torians, e. g. 

but also many 
frame\?vork of IVfarxian 

and natural his
or 'lH:leJlrO'n 

dialectics. The of evolution "vvas considered lau,r;;haclle 
the latters v;;.rno declared that the ot nlverse suited an 
£idealistic order? 

<H,a,~y"'c the %slhole of the pI'obler:ns 
levels matter 

2.2. 

Our notion of \vholeness of 1N'hich 11aVe their O\~Tn pre-
is fundamental here. the a prototype of such a 

wholeness is a measure of evolution a.nd orIgIn of stars, clusters of stars, 
galaxies, quasars, etc. VVe propose the similarities between two modes of 
matter existence - the cosmological and astronomical modes. The origin 
of stars implies that Vie must adopt the origin of the Universe, i. e. the 
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evolution on the global scale. It contradicts the idea of general balance 
proposed by Marxian and' Apeiron' dialecticians. 

VVe put forward as a suggestion that the notion of wholeness, under
stood in this way, is adequate to the cosmogonic question aiming at the 
explanation of the origin of galaxies and objects which do not belong to 
the physical levels of 'micro' or Omega' but to the 'macro' level. The expla
nation of problems as a whole requires more extensive study referring also 
to the vast scientific of the Kantian matter evolution 
scheme. 

In the standard the Universe is smooth, it takes no notice 
of gains objects). Stars and appear as amdliary 

do not exist on the level The 

~matterj, i. e. matter devoid of f',LCHJCli:>. 

3.1. The Kaniian A10de 

cosmogonic schemes of Kantian are meant those modes of expia-
• r' • • • r • r t ' 1 1 1 r t.i- ( 11 1 natlOn or galaxy ongm and IOrmatlOn or s -ructura .. leve s OT ma "er ca __ ea 

here 'macro') which take rarefied matter, generally not occurring in the 
superdense state, as their initial state: in the cosmogonic schemes of this 

bodies already their ovv-n enter certain mutual re-
the "\vork of T. Kant dealt v"rith the cosmogony of 

n}"TIPt:::,·v system but due to its it was esteemed the modern 
SCIence: this nIoGel of rnatter evolution has been accepted as 
in the contemporary cosmogony. Kant's general hypothesis can be veri
fied on the basis of observational data, among others of the extra galactic 
astronomy (GRABI~SI~A, 1988, 1989). 

3.2. The Diversity of Cosmological Afodels m the 
of Kaniian Cosmogony 

.!.. ne problem of matter evolution can be analysed on the groundwork of 
different cosmological models; the cosmology of stationary state in the 
classical form with its specific creation of individual atoms favours the 
Kantian scheme of galaxy system origin, while the model of the Universe 
evolving from the superdense states suggests that the formation of galaxy 
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and star systems can be described conversely to the Kantian scheme, and 
at the same time the hydrogen atoms and diffuse matter can be formed (not 
created ex nihilo) in the subsequent evolutional stages of initial 'embryos'. 
Vie believe that this non-Kantian point of vievv- also seems to be interesting 
and noteworthy. 

Vie have used the world 'conversely'. It means that the elements 
of an astronomical object have not their own prehistory, so an individual 
astrophysical body (star, galaxy, galaxy cluster) appears as a realisation 
of the model of wholeness known from cosmology (fitting the Universe), 
not from astronomy. 'Embryos' can be called akantons - notion which is 
empty in Kantian cosmogony. 

of a Local and the Global 

4.1. 'l'he J'l aiure 

Besides the holistic thesis expressing that the Universe evolution takes place 
similarly to the evolution of stellar systems (gala.xies) it is possible, on the 
basis of modern to maintain the thesis 

and bodies could be 
this trend of is the conventional 

vlith the modern extra and d.ata. 

-VVith tIle 11euristics formrl.lated in this In the non-Kantian research 
programme of stars and vihich are observed 
~vouid cc,n,;tltt(ci(;, "'GO sonIe a, pr'oi;o"type of the of discussed 
akantons~ 

textbooks. In moderll aE;tl:O:iJ.CiITlV. matter is 
110 aKailtoIls C' • .Te 

Fro-m 
4.2. The's Idea, 

A.stronomical 

astronomical 

.. 4kantons 

meth{)d erltlrely a(;o"p'ts all the collected empirical material and does 
not contradict the eXlstmg evidence. This method is intimate, as we sup
pose, vrith the Hegel's idea on organisms, expressed as follo-,vs: ' ... it 
(developed organism) constitutes thus the standard and prototype for less 
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developed organisms; since everything in it attained its finai form ... from 
it IS possible to start acquainting something vlhat is undeveloped'. 

The developed galaxy systems such as extensive halo system, spiral 
arms, disk, popuiation H, etc, 
lutionary scheme is possible. 

are enough for recognition that new evo
There is no hiatus between developed. and 

uIld,e;!elopE;d, Cic;V(oiC)peCi stars and eady of star evolution (akanton), 

4.3. From io ihe Evolution Matter 

the detailed and analysis of astronomical data 
carding to the above PI'H1lcl.p],e, Dl'0'iT1E:1e a clue to the cosmological qlle:st:lO:n 
"\vhether the U ni"v"erse existed in the state in the 
basis of observations of 'mature' 
possible to formulate the genE;r;:u 
of analysing the from the ontogenesis 
m this way, the method for understanding the problems touching on a 

r l ' . (,. . ) or evo_utlon \pnylogenesls . 
\/-le vlish to make tv\lO COTIlments. of the reverse 

relation is also p<;n:mtted in this meT.nO,CL Secondly, it should 
be cleariy mentioned here that ,\ve do any means to demon-
strate that IS an In the methodology of astronomy~ natural 
history and empirical science, this statement does not confine us in 
the presentation of non-Kantian matter evolution scheme. 

of Destiny 

Vve search v!hether in modern science it is possible to formulate the h,"n,n1c!',_ 

esis of galactic structure origination from the embryos or }H'e!si::t!i::t.'i.leb 

called here akantons, the evolution of which would imitate to some extent 
the evolution of the Universe. 

4.5, Ontogenesis and Phylogenesis 

The star is a process. It contains an exchangeable part and an unexchange
able parL The last one imitates the Universe. The notion of akanton, 
i.e. pregalaxy or embryo-stage of galaxy is understood as superactive, su
perenergetic, superdense 'ceil', kind of superpotency, a sort of superheavy 
elementary part, superdense fireball which 'Nould exist from the very be
ginning. \/Vhereas phylogenesis can be understood as process to \vhich all 
possible imaginable population of galaxy world (and also their respective 
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embryos) constituting the Universe is subjected. It can also be presumed 
that Universe evolution is most likely the necessary condition of formation 
of galaxy aggregates. The formation of galactic structure in these or those 
times and places can be treated as equivalent to the categories of processes 
taking place in ontogenesis. Accepting the non-Kantian scheme of matter 
evolution, one can find similarities between evolution in ontogenesis, de
fined in this way, and evolution in phylogenesis; between the evolution of 
the Universe and the evolution of the star system, galaxy, group (aggregate 
or cluster) of galaxies. This approach can be regarded as intimate to the 
recapitulation law, formulated by a German philosopher ERNST HAECKEL 

(1905), according to which the principal properties of phylogenesis are du
plicated in the ontogenetic evolution. 

We do not ask about the origin of the akantons, i. e. a superactive cell. 
It is a matter of cosmoiogy, of the whole Universe, not of astronomy. In the 
modern cosmology we do not ask about the origin of Big Bang, singularity. 
They are from the very beginning, it is an essence of the Big Bang. do 
not ask about the origin of expansion energy in modern cosmology. 

4.6. Genotype in Biogenetic Scheme 

In the anti-Kantian cosmogonic scheme of biogenetic (Haeckelian) type, 
the notion of genotype can be defined. Each embryo -would transport mass 
m which in the simplest 'Nay can be expressed in the category of energy E 

?) rn-' 1 ' , . d" -e 'h mc- . J..'hIS energy cOU.Q oe orgamze III vanous ways. 11 t!.e manner 
of matter orga.l1ization in the succeeding embryos of gen-
eration - is preserved, it can be said that the of all the eTi1h-f'U)F 

'which differ in mass) is the same. If any of the embryos, belonging to 
this multigeneration chain had different structure and his energy has been 

in different than of the ;mother ; then Vie 1:vouid 
not about the ge'ncrtype 

spontaneous 1Ii'l,gm'enta-tlC'n 01 

we can say about the transfer of the basic organizational structure of the 
mass in the subsequent generations; possibly embryos would be 

the same spatial dimensions, of same temperature, etc. 
or,gani~z;alGion scheme of matter of mass E / c2 llvould be decisive 
for the 'genotype'. 

Genotype, understood in biological sense, vihich is transferred from 
one generation to the other, can be changed by mutations. In the em
bryos in hand some changes could be caused by the possible dependence 
of fundamental constants, models (patterns) and standards upon the time
spatial co-ordinates. The law of universal gravity as 'well as the quantity 
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of Planck's constant can be different depending on the linear scale of the 
tested region, concentration of mass and fields, etc. 

4.7. Phenotype - Ivfacroscopic Manifestation of the 
Beginning Astro-object-gennic Cell 

In the non-Kantian scheme of matter the development of em
bryos would be realized and finally this process would lead to the origin 
of phenotype. Astronomers distinguish its properties in the form of phe
nomena called systems of stellar and extra galactic matter. Phenotype 
understood as manifestation of the 'cell' would 
consist of the series of t~ese 
each of these !,o'nr:",,. 

different masses and 
mlnl-{;OIDV of the first and e:x:tI'ern<E,lv 

dense cell. 

4.8. The of the Akantons 

The notion of 'cosmogonic activity' can be introduced into the research 
programme of non-Kantian scheme of the cosmic matter evolution. Thus, 
it is understood that embryos are able to create systems of galaxies, stars, 

fi ' .l..l.' • r t . h J.. 'J.. d.cl l' h'- 1 rare! ea mauuer 'seas' or neu ,nnos, p __ OLons, gravILons, an ' DLner 19 __ l, e_e-
centre). Displacement of the 

lighter el.eU1entar'y ",., nll'II,..." from the superdense area to the peripheral re
apart - as in the case of the 'cell~ discovered by the Estonian gions 

School several tens of mega years would have to lead to the dis-
placement of luminous matter and 'seas' of heavier neutrinos and other 
particles. The redistribution of the mass comparable with the mass of re
leased light particles should lead to transformation of the relatively denser 
regions (distributed according to random or island-like pattern) into the 
regions of unusual topology: 'empty' spaces surrounded by more or less 
regular layer of luminous matter. 

4.9. The Problem of Cosmoiogical Expansion 
Local and Global Expansion 

In the non-Kantian scheme of matter evolution the observed structures of 
stars and diffuse matter can be treated completely in different way if com
pared to the Kantian evolution of matter, namely as the manifestation of 
(pre-matter) embryo disintegration. It is possible to link these processes 
with the question of unexplained sources of energy which can be found 
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in phylogenetic evolution. Explanation of energy sources of cosmologicaI 
expansion is raised in modern monographs. The proposed biogenetic ap
proach is just that raises the possibility of explaining the Universe evolution 
by studying phenomena being at the border of different sciences of 'space 
science' type - astrophysics, stellar astronomy, etc. 

In this work ontogenesis would be a repetition in the shortened form 
of the phylogenetic evolution. As we said, phylogenetic evolution is under
stood here as the process to which all the set of galaxies, galaxy aggregate 

diffuse l11atter (gaseous and dust and seas of light paT
ticles (shortly the matter of the N e'N embryos 
of stellar aggregates g. could 
inate in the course of this evolution. Their evolution from 
the embryo, for instance, to stellar aggregate would repeat the evolutional 
stages known in cosmology (not cosmogony). The conception of 'pre-atom' 
vvas introduced at first just in cosmology; the evolution of fireball type 
;Nas 'demonstrated' most credibly in cosmology, although the model of the 
Universe discussed here departs a lot from the so-called standard model. 
It would seem at once that the formation process of stars aggregates and 
Universe evolution have little in common. However, it need not be so, even 
though the scale of energy is in both cases incomparable. 

4.10. The Cosmological Substratum or the Universe with the Granularity. 
and in the Unillcrse 

matter In the 

formations IrOD1 tne 
I11eanS of the division. Vie 

(catastrophic) transformations analogous to the transi-
tions ~vvhich are able to forn1 ",··dPT)'" of stellar matter and galaxjes out of 
themselves. the Universe C"'_fJ<:111.blUll the of matter granu-

-\'\iQuld be inherited. This basic atomistic of matter bothered 
many cosmologists (e. g. Bondi), especially in the treatment of cosmological 
matter in the categories of so-called 'substratum'. This model completely 
H:<:nC,H':S the atomistic property of matter; matter 'liQuId be practically scat
tered, deprived of its atomistic properties. Cosmologists verbally acknowl
edge the atomistic property of matter while granular property of matter is 
rather employed in cosmogony. 
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Remarks 

The Kantian scheme of matter evolution can be hardly overestimated; the 
basic ideas of this scheme found their e):preSSlon in definite theories e. g. 
of 'Neizsaecker at the time of the IT "lNorM Schmidt Kuiper 
(1949)5 and many other and astronomers 

In the last decades of our At the of the 19th 
ICantian scheme of matter e~volution 

the vie,vs similarities 
bet"'\<veen Universe evolution and the formation of the of galaxies 

, 
ana vie must be of ui;t€:riv different O]:Hn,lon on the matter evolution 
scheme than the view put forward by Kant. 

In this approach matter granularity is promoted to the basic ground
work of cosmological evolution and cosmogonic processes, it allows to throw 
a between the cosmological evolution and the evolution in a 
smaller scale - the scale of galaxy systems, very galaxies, galaxy clusters, 
star clusters and stars - even the lightest ones (of the mass not exceeding 
- ilK"-' r ". S ) T h 1· 1 .!. t . 11v1e - cne mass or "he un. _n t .e cosmo.ogIca_ concepL sugges ed 
Marxism and Einstein's pantheism there is no possibility of formulating the 
thesis about the phylogenetic evolution repeated on the level of the indi
vidual evolution - on the level which is comparatively simpler and which 
is marked by the 'lowest' star. Although the 'lowest' stars are imitation of 
reality (the Universe), I do not claim that the 'lowest' plane of existence 
mode is removed - for example, by two grades (RIPINSKY-NAXON, 1993) 

from the ideal pattern (essential nature of things). W·ojtyla's 'Workshop 
of Destiny' gives us no appropriate key to solve this question. 

1 In the last decade of the 19th century E. Z. Wilczynski studied the questions 
connected with the rotation of galaxies and galactic spiral arms, Cf. Astrophysical J oU1'71al, 
Vo!. 4, 1896, p. 97, Vo!. 20, 1899, p. 67. Later on these questions were developed the others, 
e. g. by C. F. \Veizsaeckcr and W.Heisenberg. 

2 At the time of this highest scientific ability, during the II World War, they aimed 
at different goals ('To remove reckless resolutions, quoting a character 'In the depths of 
wrath' from Wojtyla's drama 'The Brother orOuT God') - they did not publish any more 
works dealing with cosmogony. 
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